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Dear Neda• · ..
Let me first begin by asking you a questian of fact, fn regard
to point ),.to which you called attention, of your draft statement
for .Anjomane Azadi Zan, which says• "In the Spring of 1981, AAZ was
·joined ·by a group of independent Iranian revolutionaries • , • "
Wasn't it the other way around? I mean wasn't it a fact that whether
those .who were translating the Humanist Essays, .Q.!: those women who
may have. had a separate organization were not Marxist-Humanists, .
it was only after they absorbed both the Essays and the question of
Women•·s Liberation through today' s Marxist-Humanists in the. u.S.
'that they became the qrganization they now are -- whether all ~A or
as AAZ?
I ·am returning your outline so that you can see my suggestions,
but let·me give them to you in typed form here•
Page 1, para. l --I changed.the word "gathering" (which could
mean something quite loose) to the word "organization".
P.l, para. 2 -- Here is my reformulation. Just as the formation of
the women•.s Anjomans was a high point of the Constitutional Revolution (1905) that, indeed, helped deepen and extend it to 1911,
so the struggles of women in Iran during the 1979-80 revolution have,
at one and the same time, extended the struggle from secular and
religious domination to women's liberation for control over thmir
,,,"''·'-"""·""·--,own bodies and. minds •. Thus, the str)lggle for self-determination of
·;~·····••-;,. ',.nations, . for emancipation from class oppressions, as well as the proit
•. •''11_e_i3-t!'l againe'!: the vanguardism of the male-dominated Left organi·. _zations, merged into a new totality. Indeed, the formation of
·'.aii'!'O:liciiJ19.US revolutionary women's committees open~d a second chapter
:·:f:or· the 1980 revolution. Despite tile violent counter-revolution
.o.f the·_Islamic Republic, this not only will. not be forgotten but
· will fii~al a new beginning for the future of not only the Iranian
but other Third' World revolutions.

';~ .•-. F.or 'para •. J,

:r· ~ould say- you .are writing like a German or a .
Rii.Eisi'an; ·Tile sentences never end. I would· divide the first
· s~ntence into two by eliminating the words "and thus", and start
"new-- sentence wi th• "The need for reorganization of- thought"
•at. that point add this• ~~"and act I
l distinguiehes Marx• s
Ml!.rx:Lam· frcim post-Marx Marxists, who left out, from Marx• s philosopey
.LU'~;LCJ··,n· the all-important Man(-woman relationship, which. was· .
what Marx held to be 'the Absolute movement of becomJ.ng'
·
,..~,..... men and women.
That- is the ground on which we stand,"
_ . _Para. 4 remains as written, except I always prefer to say
-Marxist..:.Humanism,
rather .than just. "Marxism."
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Here begins point three -- my questions about that are what
I began this letter,with,

I
I

From your. page :3 1 I eliminated the first Si lines , .and suggest
that, instead,·; you .begin that para. this way•
Because the bitter·
reality of our age has· diSclosed that counter-revolution can arise
i'rom within.',;the revolliution, it becomes imperative to hold on to a
decentralized ·committee-form of organization inseparable i'rom a
philosophy of revolution •
.:·;;~.:t::-~7l:

.

..

'l'heh ''continue with• • In such a way.,, " to the. end,
:

·· · ·

Now, Neda, let me explain what may sound as if it were only a
different style when I sse the expression "decentralized committee~
form" as ..against what you said "breaking with the centralized form",
For'that matter, the ·same reason underlines why I changed the word
"gathering" to "organization", We both mean the same about being
against •party-to-lead~against over-centralization, but we actually
confuse two things• .~,ne economy, the planned, centralized economy,
with the form of human relations in a specific, historic reality,
which one opposes, which must be overthrown, and which must be coun~
er-posed to a totally different form·of society. Let's go back to
the words ''centralized form", It now means Co'mmunisJn, totalitarianism,
va.nguardism, ·etc, But :the truth is that when Lenin in 190.3 called ·
~o;- eentralized.fopm, itwas.not wrong, though it is wrong for our .
age, He called for a centralized form of organization because every-··
body who wanted to
consider himself a socialist,
could do so even though they did not belong to an organization, even
.though their writings appeared in bourgeois publications.
So what
Lenin called :f'or -"" and with great ~mphasis against intellectuals wlxl
did just that -- was the need to belong to an organization and be
· disciplined by 'ihe workers,· .
·· .
~
e The other reason Lenin insisted on
the word "centralized" was oecause Russia was a Tsarist ..empire,
with plenty· of spies,· and the most' horrible of Secret Police, and
·he wanted groups to be ·very small so as not to make i~ easy for
' thein to destroy the whole organization. Both the Soc1al-Democracy
and the Anarchists took advantage of that phrase in order .not to
discuss what is a true revolutionary, ann what is. so-called personal
freedom , 'l'he fact that nowadays, and, indeed, from the very day
the Bolsheviks achieved state powe:l;''; those words had a different
meahing doesn't mean, historically, that we confuse periods be:f'ore
· and after power, or confuse planned economy with totalitarianism,
and it certainly is totally inexcuseable to continue to have such
illusions about bourgeois democracy that we leave out the adjective
"bouro~~:eols",&as I said at the REB degrade the concept of "demooracylf to·"rights :f'or fascists,"
Naturally,. I am not saying that
you confuse such things, but only that we have to be very precise
in our language at all times.

Yours~J·
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STATEMENT OF ANJOMl\NE .AZl\01 · ZAN

Az.adi zan; is an autonomous organization of Iranian women /

in exile which was formed in the Spring of 1980 in support of the struggles of
the women of Iran for freedom.
Just as the formation of the women's Anjomans was a high point of the
Constitutional Revolution '(1905) that indeed helped deepen and extend it to 1911,
so the struggles of women in Iran during the 1979-80 Revolution have, at one and
the same time, extended the struggle from secular and religious domination to
women's liberation for control over their own bodies and minds, Thus, the stru9gle
for self-determination of nations, for emancipation from class oppressions, as well as
the protests against the vanguardism of the male-dominated Left organizations,
-·.merged into a new totality, ·Inda.ed; the formation of autonomous revolutionaxy
· .. women's .committees opened a second chapter for the 1980 Revolution, Despite the·
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The fact that such a historic movement was not ·appreciated by the
.. miljority of: 'the Iranian Left, points to_ the banlcrupcy of thought which .~es',:.J~m,::._o,"·:
M#sm 'among our intellectuals, The need for re-organization of thought .end -~·-~•"''':.
· distingu{shes
Marx's.Marxism
from post-Marx Marxists, .who left out,
from
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~!. \·~j;,,:;-:•~x~~n,at_· l~arx held to be the 'absolute movement of becomin9'for both men and WOI!Ieifl~.::;;t.
the ground·on Which we stand •
. B~cause the human phiiosophy of Marx which aims at freet!Om and

5illi~:~~A.:I:

~;:,dE~v_el,!iJ?Die,nt of-creatiyity of all people, includes the freedom of men and ~~~f!~;:JJJ

iri~~·gral.·part
of its vision,
·_
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and because the international
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fj¥:~~1til;f.{i)}·,.·--~-··~b:e<:.~~ ~ ~~voluti~naxy force, as well as Reason, that has raised its ba:nn•~.-i_ill\';):<~~~1,
0:·~ ~--

.ev4ery corn~ of the W~?rld;. Anjoma,nj!_Azadi zan
believes that the unity of': .•Ml~c!i
Ma;rxJ.sm' m,d feminism is not one impose.. from Without but is a. move~~~ent£~~.:'1·~~-~~~
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Genuine Marxism includes feminism as an integral dimension, while genuine feminism
finds its most explicit, that is revolutionary expression in Marxist-Humanism , i
The collection Woman as Force and Reason of Revolution_. which was
published on the first anniversary of the demonstrations of Iranian women (March

a.

1980) and includes the works of the Marxist-Humanist philosopher Raya

Dunayevskaya. demonstrated this new philosophic expression of the coming together
of Marxism and feminism which led to the formation of ,A;n~oman'! _?~Zadi Zan, SUch a
philosophic perspective distinguishes us from the following associations'
l) Women's organizations which limit themselves to fighting for the
democratic equality of men and women in the political/legal domains of the capitalist
system and see no need to continue the struggle for the total freedom of men·
I

.· :'Wolllen i~e. the whole of humanity.

,. :,>·.i: · ·,~ •''· '2) Some of ·t!ie' Left groups who still reduce socialism

1:0

a

qllles;tio~;-~

.of. n!ltionalized property (as in the state-capitalist societies of Russia and cliin~)o;·,

... and.

often label independent women's movements as "bourgeois" postponing them

'•'.··

.. •·;'•(Jay after the conquest of power' as if the 'day after' can. postpone women's ·.fi:·~4§D,l
and 'still be "socialism".
3) Independent women's committees that inspite of th!3ir

breaii:

the·old Left groups, do not see the necessity of breaking with the philoiK>phic

·:~r.these

organizations, except for their patriarchal

' .

b~liefs-

and

instead·~£ .:i''·~i<;·i~l~

•.•X·:<O•I'I

'sUbmerging themselves in Marx's Marxism and recreating it ;t;or today,still coris:l:di¥
Marxism· as a series of economic formulations geared at "nationalizing in~,w;tx:ies'€'~.·r:3
•: th:i:ough single-party regimes" •
. In the Spring of 19Bl, a group of independent Iranian revo:Lu1=:c']~f~;~~.~
•• ·who during the rovolution hed translated end published selections from
.

I

. Essays of 11arX (1844) and members of Anjomane Azadi Zan, together,
Marxist-Humanist organization ~nj~mane Azadi

An1oma,nll Azadi

and its organ E!~~~~~~~~.

in reflecting the ideas and struggles of

"'"''Cil'•

~an. oaasants, and national and religious minorities, believes that the
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collectivity of these revolutionary forces which are at the same time Reason, gives ·
anew perspective to our vision of the new human society for ul:dch we are struggli-ng.
I
. I'

Because the bitter reality of our age has disclosed that counter-

!

revolution can arise from mthin the revolution, it· becomes imperative to bold on

.,I

·to a decentralized comm.ittee-form. of organization inseparable from a .Philosophy of

i

revolution. In, such a way, we hope to create a~ kind of organization of Iranian
revolutionaries in exile, mth the ultimate goal of reaching a new human soCiety.

in this road · l\njomane Azadi Zan welcomes the joining 'of those women who · baYe
an affinity to these ideas.
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